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Scott Callaway
Appleby, Sheepy Parva, CV9 3RL
A passionate Web Developer with experience working in teams (through agile practices) as well
as independently whilst consistently producing results in multiple industry sectors. With over 4
years experience with JavaScript Frameworks as well as supporting knowledge in back end full
MVC technologies.

Skills
Throughout my career, I have developed skills across the entire tech-stack including the
following:
● ReactJS/Redux
● AngularJS/Angular 2+
● EmberJS
● Typescript
● HTML, CSS, ES6
● Webpack
● Parcel
● Zend Framework
● Laravel
● NodeJS
● MySQL
● nginx
● Firebase
● REST frameworks; Springboot, Express
● iOS, Swift
● Git
● AWS (DynamoDB, Lambdas, IAM, S3 Buckets)
● Jenkins
● GDS
● CircleCI
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Experience
UI Engineer - r einfer
Oct. 2019 - Present
London (UK)

Enterprise
I’m working with a small Front end team developing and enhancing React components in order
to deliver a solid user experience on the platform.

Software Engineer - Capgemini UK
Sep. 2015 - Oct. 2019
London, Leeds, Birmingham, Woking (UK)

Postal Services
Front End Lead
●
●

Was the main source of both Angular and React knowledge for both on-shore and
off-shore developers
Provided insight into estimates for Front End work on multiple project inceptions

Utilities
EmberJS Developer
●
●
●

Working with a highly efficient scrum team in order to rapidly develop a whole new login
flow for users interfacing with multiple other platforms
Completed a reCAPTCHA upgrade to version 3 creating brand-new reusable
components for other EmberJS developers.
Played a large part in the onboarding of other developers to get them up to speed quickly

Government
Full Stack Web Developer
●

Building on top of an old monolithic codebase using the Zend PHP Framework
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Constantly iterating based on customer feedback whilst utilising the Government Design
System (GDS)
Developed both the frontend UIs as well as backend business logic to satisfy functional
requirements.

Industrial Equipment
ReactJS Developer
●
●

Worked with another developer on a high-intensity, two-week project to deliver key
functionality for a client.
Interfacing with DynamoDB on the AWS platform as well as gaining key experience in
Lambdas, S3 Buckets and IAM.

Postal Services
Angular Developer
●
●
●

I worked as part of a small team in order to build angular applications that were housed
within a Drupal website
This included both monolithic and RESTful approaches to Software Development
The main focus was upgrading existing flows as well as creating new user journeys

Front End Lead
●
●

Worked as the primary point of contact onshore for the client whilst maintaining
offshore Angular Developers.
I was a key source of knowledge for other React projects that were ongoing at the time
overseeing development with regular code reviews.

Automotive
ReactJS Developer
●
●
●

I worked as part of a small agile development team in order to deliver a series of Web
applications to digitise the workflows of engineers on the production line.
These interfaced with a Java Spring backend whilst using the latest ReactJS and Redux
versions which, for the time, was bleeding edge.
Alongside this, one version of the applications was ported to mobile through Cordova so
the engineers had access to the app at all times.

Early Life Support
●

Aided in the procedure for the applications going live as well as providing early
life-support.
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This involved working under pressure to fix bugs caught in the live environment in a
time-critical manner whilst maintaining a high level of code quality on the fixes
themselves.

iOS Developer
●
●
●

I worked individually on a proof of concept native application for iOS as a thought
experiment for employees.
This interfaced with the Google Contacts API in order to store and retrieve information
for client devices.
The PoC was fully created in 3 weeks with no prior knowledge of mobile development or
the Swift Language.

Apprenticeship
I joined as the first intake of Degree Apprentices combining the workloads of both University as
well as full time working. I very quickly gained an interest in Web Development and have
proceeded to make that my specialty.

